SEPTEMBER 3.60

Hot night!
Lord Spencer’s 3am after-party with Orlando Bloom, The Black Eyed Peas & Tracey Emin

Clipboard chicks
The smart girls who rule the door at clubs

Are your secrets in someone’s diary?

Disposable friends
How long do you keep yours?

Rock royalty
Theodora Richards is the new princess of cool

26 star-studded spas

Plus
An exclusive short story by William Trevor
Luvvie actually

The atmosphere was more village fête than stuffy fundraiser when the great, good and grand attended a lunch at Notting Hill's 20th Century Theatre to learn about ASAP: African Solutions to African Problems (africansolutions.org).

With a committee including Annabel Elliot, Liz Ashcombe and Jane Ormsby Gore and guests such as Annabel Goldsmith, Jerry Hall, Bill Nighy and Rupert Everett, it was not surprising the conversation didn't skip a beat when Sienna Miller arrived wearing a red minidress topped with a distressed straw hat. As some of the ASAP orphans - many of whose lives have been saved by the project - sang a cappella, there was much weeping, smiling and clapping from the crowd.
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